PROFESSIONAL COURSES

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR COURSES - HELICOPTER

PRIVILEGES
The flight instructor course will lead you to a qualification which entitles to train students for the PPL and for type rating on
aircraft single engine. The flight instructor can train CPL student pilots after having flown 200 training hours and can also
instruct trainee instructors after they have flown 500 training hours.
Instrumental Rating Instructor can train for the IFR part of modular courses, integrated courses and for extension on a multi
engine helicopter, if he/she holds the TRI requisites.
Type Rating Instructor can train for type rating courses on ME helicopters.
PRE-REQUISITES
For flight instructors candidates: CPL holders must have 250 helicopter flight hours, of which 100 hours as PIC; PPL holders
must have 200 helicopter flight hours as PIC and also must have passed the CPL or ATPL theory exam.
For instrumental rating instructors candidates: you must have minimum of 500 IFR flight hours of which, at least,
250 in an helicopter. For type rating instructor candidates: you must have at least 100 hours as PIC on type.
THEORETICAL COURSE
The FI theoretical course is organized by Italfly Academy with a minimum of 4 enrolments. It lasts approximately 2 months
and ends with a final exam at the Academy. The IRI and TRI theory courses may be organized for single applicants on
demand.
A pre-check must be taken before starting the course.
PRACTICAL COURSE
The planning office of Italfly Academy organizes the appointments with the instructors for booking the flight hours on request.
For FI, this includes a minimum of 30 flight hours of which 5 can be flown with another trainee instructor, thus sharing the
hire costs with a saving of €1.275 on the total price.
For IRI, this includes a minimum of 10 flight hours on the FNTP II simulator, on which the examination also takes place.
For TRI, a minimum of 10 flight hours on ME helicopters or relative FFS are included.
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All the activity in Italfly Academy is VAT exempt, ex. Art. 10 - L.662/73. The training activity consists of a minimum of hours as required by law, however the Flight Instructors Board may declare
additional hours of training, which will be billed separately. The costs of the practical exams are not included in the training course and will be invoiced apart. The fees payable to ENAC will
be announced from time to time. In the calendar published on italfly.com you’ll find the dates of all the courses, which will be confirmed at the time of enrollment.

